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“What Will Become of Her:
The Battle over Choo Fong”

Studio fans were held spellbound by Amy
Jin Johnson’s presentation on Choo Fong
on June 20. Her talk entitled “What Will
Become of Her: The Battle over Choo
Fong” was presented to a packed audience.
Johnson explained the ways her subject
interacted within different spheres of Los
Angeles society in the early 1890s and
the media speculation about this American
born Chinese woman and court case. Like
a detective unpuzzling a hideous crime,
Johnson treated Choo Fong and her work
with care and never let her audience forget
that behind the image of Choo Fong lay a
living person. Johnson’s presentation was
exceptionally interesting as her research
is both a recovery project, gathering new
information about a relatively unknown
subject, and complicates the published
terrain about the Chinese experience in the
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The Studio’s mission is to critically chronicle and share
the region’s social history in order to foster sense of place.

News Notes
CONGRATULATIONS go to JEREMY ROSENBERG
for achieving a certain pinnacle in writing and a sure zenith in building
sense of place for marking his 50th “Arrival Story” as part of his
ongoing KCET Departures column at www.kcet.org/socal/departures/
landofsunshine/arrival-stories/. The column charts how we got to Los
Angeles. According to Rosenberg: “Each week we ask, ‘What’s your
or your family’s Los Angeles arrival story?’ These are the tales of how
LA residents became an Angeleno. From the Philippines and Mongolia
to Ukraine and Chile, the map above shows the melting pot of cultures
that make up the diverse communities of LA” This vibrant collection
of people from across Los Angeles shows how vast our diversity is and
includes an amazing map that tracks how we got here from different
parts of the world. Rosenberg has profiled different individuals from the
Studio for Southern California History to which we are honored and
grateful. CONGRATULATIONS JEREMY!

Unsolicited Endorsement. It is rare that the Studio endorses any shop
or consumer site as we really encourage places that do not require
money to be there. We have found a shop that does just this and it is
not at the mall. OFELIA ESPARZA, long time educator and artist at
Self Help Graphics and beyond, has opened a wonderful tiendita (little
store) in Old Town Maravilla named Colibri Boutique. It is located at
4539 B East Cesar E. Chavez Avenue and includes artwork, clothing
and jewelry for sale by local artisans. Esparza is working with different
friends in creating a beautiful place that sells one-of-a-kind objects.
In addition, there is usually one of Esparza’s legendary altares in
the window. The place has already become the Sunday hang out for
anyone in “the know” and in the area. Its website is www.colibrivintage.
com and telephone number is 323-793-7609. See you there!
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August 10 & 11: Pop Up! - LA Exchange, An Exhibit
by Jeremy Hight & Lisa Hight

The Studio is thrilled to host this exhibit by Jeremy & Lisa Hight. From
the curators: “Los Angeles is a city with many “faces” (expectations,
cliches, memes) as well as places; the archive and history of photography
of the place is the same. What would happen if one were to collide tourist
photos and war? Bridal photography and the aesthetics of photo surveys
of older neighborhoods and industrial areas? If a civil war reenactment
were held in the suburbs, shouldn’t the photo show the condos and
power lines? LA Exchange has a “blind date” where 16 LA writers have
each been sent a photo from the show as their “date” to respond to and
collaborate with. A reading will be held at 7pm on both days.”
Lisa Hight received writing degrees from both San Francisco State and
Northern Arizona University. She teaches English at Pierce College
and Mt. San Antonio College. Her interest in photography grew from
receiving a camera as a Christmas gift. This is her first exhibition of
photography.
Jeremy Hight is an artist/theorist/information designer/writer/
photographer/musician/editor/curator. He has published numerous
articles on locative media, new media, language theory and art.
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Interview and Book Signing
by Craig Loftin
September 8, 7 - 9 pm

At our Pop Up location in the
Best Western Plaza. The Studio is
honored to premiere the work of
Craig Loftin-- an amazing scholar
and Lecturer in American Studies at
California State University Fullerton.
Loftin will read from his book, Masked
Voices: Gay Men and Lesbians in
Cold War America, which analyzes
letters to the editor published in
ONE Magazine, a pioneering West
Coast gay rights journal published
from 1953 to 1967. The book is a
window into the voices of the many gay men and lesbian women in
the United States during this palpably homophobic period in the
American government and zeitgeist. Dr. Loftin will read briefly from
Masked Voices, and then be interviewed about the book. Later he
will sign copies of his books. A limited amount of copies will be for
sale at the event. The Studio was incredibly honored to be chosen
as the first place Dr. Loftin wanted to formally share this important
study. Thank you so much! We look forward to learning from you!

CHOO
FONG
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late 19th century, which has intentionally not focused on prostitution
and highlighted the contributions of this community along mainstream
ideals. Johnson did not shy away from Chinese prostitution and how
it tainted the American perception of Chinatowns across the United
States. Rather, she connected the media sensationalism of prostitution
to first state and later federal legislation that barred Chinese women
from entering the United States and creating governmental assumptions
that they would work as prostitutes. Johnson will again present work on
Choo Fong as part of the October 27 LA Archives Bazaar where she
will update her audience on research to date and potentially find more
information at this consortium of archives.
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For the love of cats!
After years of gathering important information on the history of
felines, Studio Founder & Executive Director decided to put them
together in an online album to honor NKLA (No Kill LA). NKLA is
a coalition of concerned animal advocates across Los Angeles. NKLA
helps animals live a full and quality life by helping LA become a nokill city for pets. In addition to chronologically showing change over
time, this exhibit demonstrates how different voices, language, and
expressions changed within the local press.
“Cat Stories: An A-MEOW-ZING HISTORY of Southern
California Feline Facts & Trivia” is available to explore at
www.lahistoryarchive.org/resources/Cat_Stories/. This exhibit
includes newspaper accounts of cats in the news over time in
Southern California. Cats play a big part in our lives and the way
writers document human interaction with these domesticated animals
provides portals into social values. We have included quotes whenever
possible from the original authors of articles to highlight their wit,
puns, humor, sympathy, and wonder in relaying cat stories. The album
includes trivia items, profiles on specific cats like Room Eight and
our own personal felines, and artists who honor cats. Thanks to Bob
Drwila, Gabrielle Garcia, Hillary Jenks, Dona Lawrie and Michelle
Alexandra Lopez. In addition to honoring NKLA, this exhibit is
dedicated to Smokie Sekhon.
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THE PIONEER PROJECT: A Labor of Love
Studio interns Gabrielle Garcia and Michelle Lopez are pleased to
announce that the different elements making up “The Pioneer Project”
have been completed. The interns have worked on developing a website
that highlights their research and the community quilt they created
last summer while investigating Artesia. The quilt was donated to
the Artesia Public Library’s Library Manager Barbara Nightingale,
who was genuinely thrilled and touched to receive the quilt. The
Studio has been invited to return to attend the 100th anniversary
celebration of the Los Angeles County Library on September 8. The
website for The Pioneer Project is at www.lahistoryarchive.org/
resources/Pioneer_Project/ and includes a digitized version of the
quilt for online visitors, a timeline with dozens of entries on Artesia,
a resources page with ways to further investigate Artesia including
multimedia sources, and an essay explaining the overall project.
The Pioneer Project was co-led by Sharon Sekhon and Janani
Subramanian, who with Garcia and Lopez, co-authored an essay
that will be presented at the American Studies Association’s Annual
conference this Fall. Several Hill Street Historians and Artesians
contributed to it including: Lucas Benitez, Carla Calderon, George
Castillo, Marcella Haro, Nasreen Jafari, Bill Postma, Sunil Shah,
Abajh Singh, Atma Singh, Jagit Singh, Yadvinder Singh, Thenmohzi
Soundararajan.
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LA ARCHIVES BAZAAR
9 am - 5 pm, Doheny Memorial Library, USC
The Studio will once again be at the LA Archives Bazaar, showing our
work and selling “LA History” playing cards, t-shirts, Leo Limon art
objects and more. This event promises to be incredibly popular and is
a favorite among Studio staff. Los Angeles history comes alive at the
7th-annual Los Angeles Archives Bazaar. Organized by LA as Subject
and presented by the USC Libraries, the annual event celebrates
the diversity of LA history with over 70 participating organizations
and programming dedicated to Los Angeles history. For scholarly
researchers, journalists, history buffs, and those simply interested
in exploring the stories of Los Angeles, discovery awaits everyone at
the Archives Bazaar. This event is free and open to the public. We are
looking for volunteers to assist with the event. If you are interested in
helping at our table, do contact us by emailing thesocalstudio@gmail.
com.
EVERGREEN WALKING TOUR
October 28, 10 am - 12 pm
Led by Steve Goldstein with occasional nickels (2 cents with inflation)
thrown in by Sharon Sekhon, this walking tour is one of the Studio’s most
popular events. This tour of Evergreen Cemetery includes the 1881
Chinese Shrine, Charlotta Amanda Bass, Jesse Belvin, Magdalena
Chandler, Isaac Lankershim, Biddy Mason, Nisei World War II heroes,
Cameron Thom, and many more. We are creating a booklet and are
looking for individuals with loved ones in Evergreen. If you feel you have
information that is relevant and should be included, please contact us
and we will implement it. Places are limited. To ensure your spot, please
email thesocalstudio@gmail.com with your reservation request. Be sure
to include how many people will be attending. This event is free to Studio
members with a $10 suggested donation by nonmembers.
ECHO PARK HOLIDAY PARADE
December 8, 9 am - 1 pm
Join us in December for the Echo Park Holiday Parade, where the
Studio will once again be part of the parade. Studio Board member Bob
Drwila has graciously agreed to drive his 1960 convertible Invicta in
the parade, and Dona Lawrie will again serve as our “beautiful waver.”
In addition to the car, the Studio’s entry will include volunteers who will
pass out balloons and timeline/bookmarks to kids all along the parade
route . If you are interested in volunteering for this chance of a lifetime
to participate in a parade on Sunset Boulevard AND promote local
history, please contact us a thesocalstudio@gmail.com.
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Calendar of Events
August 10 & 11:
LA EXCHANGE with JEREMY HIGHT & LISA HIGHT
4 - 10 pm, at our Pop Up location in the Best Western Plaza
September 8: INTERVIEW with CRAIG LOFTIN
7 - 9 pm, at our Pop Up location in the Best Western Plaza
October 27: LA ARCHIVES BAZAAR
9 am - 5 pm, Doheny Memorial Library, USC
October 28: EVERGREEN WALKING TOUR
10 am - 12 pm, Evergreen Cemetery.
November 1: MY NEIGHBORHOOD PHOTO ESSAY DUE
December 8: ECHO PARK HOLIDAY PARADE
9 am - 1 pm, Sunset Boulevard in Echo Park

Are you up to the Challenge???
My Neighborhood Photo-Essay Contest

The Studio seeks to cover neighborhoods across the region that
reflect the truly unique and diverse communities set well apart from
traditional stereotypes. Examples of past winners are featured on
the LA History Archive at www.lahistoryarchive.org.
The next deadline is November 1.
Each submission must include the following information:
Photographer’s Name
Home Address (Number Street, Apt #)
You could
City, State, Zip code
Home Phone Number
win an iPod
E-mail address (if applicable)
Nano!
500-1,000 Word Essay
5 - 10 Photographs with title, location and date
More information is available at www.socalstudio.org.

The Studio for Southern California History
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